PESTS in your RENTAL

What you need to know to stay safe:

LOOK OUT FOR SIGNS OF PESTS

This can include:
- Droppings
- Gnawed holes in walls or food
- Noises

LIMIT ENTRY

- Plants (in and around your home)
- Items from other homes
- Open windows, doors and hidden entry points

PEST PREVENTION

- Limit exposed food and water
- Don't leave out dirty dishes or pet food
- Keep counters and damp areas clean

WHAT TO DO IF YOU DISCOVER AN INFESTATION:

Reach out to MSU extension

They have an entomologist on staff that can help identify the bug!

Email: insects@montana.edu with questions or detailed pictures

Take samples to: Schutter Diagnostic Lab

Go to: diagnostics.montana.edu for more information!

IF YOU DISCOVER AN INFESTATION IN YOUR RENTAL CONTACT YOUR LANDLORD IMMEDIATELY

and keep track of your interactions!
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